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April, 1908, reported as follows: "An improved system for washing-up 
plates, &c., has been adopted. It answers the purpose admirably, and its 
extension to other parts of the cantonments is advocated." 

A METHOD OF MOVING HELPLESS PATIENTS. 
By LIEUTENANT· COLONEL R. KIRKPATRICR, C.M.G. 

Royal Army Medical Corps. 

I HAVE often observed in the operating theatre a great want of method 
shown even by well· trained attendants when moving a helpless patient 
from a stretcher to the operating table and vice versa. The removal of a 
patient in a condition of semi-narcosis plus shock after a severe operation 
from the operating table to the stretcher is. frequently more like an 
obstacle race than an ordered medical procedure. At the moment of 
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FIG. 1 represents bird's-eye view of position of table, stretcher, nurses and bearers. 
FIG. 2.-Transverse diagram of patient on stretcher about to be lifted on to the 

table .. 
FIG. 3.-Transverse diagram of position (a) just aftor patient has been placed on 

table, or (b) just before patient is about to be removed from tablo_ 

removal the operating surgeon and his assistants may be chatting in a far 
corner, while two or, three subordinates, without any arranged drill, are 
engaged in a violent struggle to remove the patient off the table on to the 
stretcher. If we follow the patient to the ward, possibly a second similar 
hurly-burly takes place in putting the patient into his bed. 

I hoped to see some simple drill inserted in the new" Royal Army 
Medical Oorps Manual," but asthi~ has not appeared I make the follow
ing suggestion. It is a drill which I have long found very simple and 
good. Two bearers and three nurses are required (see figs. 1, 2, and 3). 
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(1) To place the patient on the operating table or bed the two bearers 
raise the stretcher to the level of the table (or bed) as in fig. 2. The 
three nurses then raise their patient off the stretcher. The bearers 
keeping that handle of the stretcher which is next the table steady, allow 
the opposite handle to fall like the flap of a folding table, so that the 
stretcher assumes the position as in fig. 3. The nurses then move 
forward and lower their patient on the table (or bed); after that the 
stretcher is removed. 

(2) To lift the patient from the table (or bed) the process is reversed. 
The two bearers place the stretcher as in fig. 3. The nurses then lift, the 
patient, and while moving back from the table (or bed) the bearers raise 
the stretcher to a horizonal position under the patient as in fig. 2 . 

• 

2Lecture. 
"ON MATTERS RELATING TO THE CORPS." 1 

By LIEUTENANT·COLONEL E. M. WILSON, C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O. 

Royal Arrny Medical Corps (R.). 

I HAVE been asked by Lieutenant-Colonel Nichol to give you a short 
address on subjects connected with your duties as officers of the Corps. 
I know that since your arrival at the Depot you have attended many 
lectures, and for fear that you may be inclined to say, as was said of 
a lady long ago, that you "had suffered many things of many lecturers, 
and were nothing bettered but rather grew worse," I will try to make 
my remarks as interesting as possible and reasonably brief. 

As I have been connected with office work for some years, you must 
not be surprised if I devote a little time to what may seem uninviting 
topics, such as regulations, correspondence, forms, &c. I promise you 
at the outset that I am not going into unnecessary details, but only 
intend to give a few hints on matters which, whether you like it or not, 
you will have to learn sooner or later, and which it will be to your 
advantage to learn as soon as possible. 

In "Little Dorrit" (I do not know whether anyone reads Dickens 
nowadays), the bright, engaging young Barnacle of the circumlocution 
office says to Arthur Olennam, " You had better take a lot of forms away 
with you. Give him a lot of forms." I am sure you would be as 
disgusted as he was if I spent this half-hour in discussing these printed 
abominations; but on the other hand, it is as well for your own sake, 

1 Delivered to officers under instruction at the Depot, Aldershot, on October 
24th, 1908. 
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